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This is the season when the wise, being otherwise totally 

committed to their annual r eassessments of themselves and others , rummage 

through their drawers and experiences in order to find things to give and 

say for Christmas, which recipients, suitably doused with the season's 

spirit , may accept as new i n the best of faith . We are a little more 

fortunate, for while the edited talk has i ndeed been delivered, so may 

be seen as burnished second hand , the first poem, by Mal vern Van Wyk Smith 

(head of the English Dept ) and the unsigned poems by Don Maclennan (also of 

the English Dept) have not been published before . I have asked Tim Huisaman, 

of the Afrikaans Dept to burnish the address that he gave when opening the 

Student Art Exhibition earlier in the month - why paint pictures when the 

world is erupting into flames around us . It may emerge . 

I 'm not sure whether the poems will fill all the gaps that you 

have , or even if you would really want them to do so , but Maclennan, I think , 

has a marvellous capaci ty to look at the most depressing of experiences -

aging, decaying , uncertaint y, and to illuminate them with wry humour and a 

sense of the absurd . If this is escapism around Christmas time , then so be 

it . (We shall be escaping to Betty's Bay) . But you can spread Maclenna,thi n, 

like anchovies on a pizza, one or t wo i n each edition as the layout artists 

find appropriate space . 

I have , churning about the back of my mind, a pi ece on the 

millenarian vision , but I have no enthusiasm for writing at the moment, the 

ennui of year ' s end is affect i ng me too. 

All good wishes , 


